Congratulations Graduates

The list of candidates for degrees, certificates, and diplomas appearing herein is subject to such corrections, with respect to additions, deletions, and changes, as may be necessary. The information as presented is current as of the program printing deadline. Graduates attending the ceremony are presented to the Chancellor alphabetically. The winner of the most prestigious award in each faculty, if attending, is presented first.

FACULTY OF EDUCATION

Doctor of Philosophy

Trudy Michelle Cardinal, Elementary Education, Wabasca
Loraine Marie LeMay, Elementary Education, St. Albert
Sno-Michael Leonard, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Mermaid Ann Lovell, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Judy Hazra Nation, Elementary Education, Edmonton

Master of Education

Christine Frances Allaire, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Loraine Charlotte Auger, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Heather Elaine Baling, Elementary Education, Sherwood Park
Karen Jane Boyarchuck, Elementary Education, Marwayne
Kelly Jane Boyd, Teacher-Librarianship in Elementary Education, Prince Edward Island
Annette Elizabeth Bradley, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Jeremy Michael Brooks, Technology in Education in Elementary Education, Edmonton
Maria Cesarea Teresa Corri, Teacher-Librarianship in Elementary Education, Sherwood Park
Barbara Anne Crowley Dawe, Teacher-Librarianship in Elementary Education, British Columbia
Sylvia Dana Dennis, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Lesley Lynn Dickinson, Elementary Education, Prince Edward Island
Domiqne Denise Dubuque, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Heather Dunn, Teacher-Librarianship in Elementary Education, Prince Edward Island
Michalma Kari Flynn, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Rebecca Lynn Forbes, Elementary Education, Ontario
Michael Andreas Fonke, Elementary Education, Sherwood Park
Amada Jean Francis, Teacher-Librarianship in Elementary Education, Sherwood Park
Sarisen Natsali Harusamajik, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Marjorie Kathleen Ingles, Teacher-Librarianship in Elementary Education, British Columbia
Jessica Lewt, Teacher-Librarianship in Elementary Education, British Columbia
Joselynn Virginia Leong, Elementary Education, Killam
Danielle Marie MacKos, Elementary Education, Fort McMurray
Kristi Lee Mullan Mahood, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Nadja Melhem, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Aamreni Minhas, Elementary Education, Pakistan
Joanne Jane Harriet Nokales, Teacher-Librarianship in Elementary Education, British Columbia
Nancy Jane Prentice, Teacher-Librarianship in Elementary Education, Calgary
Lisa Lynelle Sauder, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kathleen Marie Simmonds, Teacher-Librarianship in Elementary Education, British Columbia
Jennifer Wendy Yarn, Elementary Education, St. Paul
Deborah Lynne Yawes, Teacher-Librarianship in Elementary Education, British Columbia
Sana Waseem, Teacher-Librarianship in Elementary Education, British Columbia
Brad Joseph Weble, Elementary Education, Calgary
Lori Kendra Williams, Teacher-Librarianship in Elementary Education, British Columbia

Bachelor of Education

Kathleen Briege Adair, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Laura Rachelle Adams, Elementary Education, Sherwood Park
Jennifer Aaron Adyewski, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Courtney Lauren Albright, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Amber Christine Allison, Elementary Education, Yukon
Zafra Avrami, Elementary Education, British Columbia
Justin Michael Anderson, Elementary Education, Spruce Grove
Meghan Dawn Anderson, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Hayley Andrews, Elementary Education, Calgary
Margott Appel, Elementary Education, Penhold
Rosanne Holly Arpoo, Elementary Education, Cold Lake
Tessa Lynne Arens, Elementary Education, Sherwood Park
Heather Dawn Arndt, Elementary Education, Spruce Grove
Brit Arton, Elementary Education, Holy Lakes
Shelby Marie Astin, Elementary Education, Whitecourt
Jamie Anne Aubin, Elementary Education, Beaumont
Lisa Rodena Auger, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Rebecca Agtnin, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Jeselyn Kay Babuk, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Sage Aurreo Bagan, Elementary Education, Grande Prairie
Talwinder Kaur Bajwa, Elementary Education, British Columbia
Laura Julianne Baker, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Sarah Ruth Baldwin, Elementary Education, Sommth
Brittany Faith Barack, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Brittany Jutine Banks, Elementary Education, Medicine Hat
Jarrett Evan Bardal, Elementary Education, Manitoba
Desine Kayne Bagworth, Elementary Education, Brownfield
Lindsay Nicole Barrett, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Colin Peter Bartkus, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Charlene Ruth Bartz, Elementary Education, Fort Saskatchewan
Stephanie Marie Elia Baigent, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Stephanie Michelle Beattie, Elementary Education, Medicine Hat
Jaclyn Michelle Bedard, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Emily Lee Belm, Elementary Education, Saskatchewan
Shawna Alison Benoza, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Katherine Alexandra Berny, Elementary Education, Sherwood Park
Katerina Grace Blech, Elementary Education, Medicine Hat
Ashley Nicole Bielopatkycz, Elementary Education, Camrose
Jillian Esther Bilenky, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Elyse Blumhagen, Elementary Education, Lacombe
Kaitlyn Martina Bouch, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Christi Ann Boursin, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Ryley Pursan Bogdenberger, Elementary Education, Calgary
Christina Ann Tuft Boggs, Elementary Education, Northwest Territories
Joshua Jared Boroshoki, Elementary Education, Medicine Hat
Chantal Marie Christine Boos, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Jenna Yvonne Boschman, Elementary Education, Whitecourt
Lara Kathleen Boos, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Mark William Boston, Elementary Education, Rocky Mountain House
Kara Renee Bourke, Elementary Education, Drayton
Genna Diane Bower, Elementary Education, Saskatchewan
Brittanie Amber Boyd, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Jenna Dawn Ellen Brabec, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Nancy Jayne Bridgeman, Elementary Education, Sherwood Park
Laura Jean Breuins, Elementary Education, Barhead
Natalie Marrina Bridgeham, Elementary Education, Spruce Grove
Brittany Kelly Brooks, Elementary Education, Whitecourt
Emily Jean Brown, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Jody Lee Anne Brunner, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Sylvie Henrie Buchan, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Jessica Buckner, Elementary Education, Calgary
Katie Buzinski, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Taylor Anthony Vincent Bulman, Elementary Education, Medicine Hat
Rachelle Dawn Margaret Bullock, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Skyler Elizabeth Burden, Elementary Education, Sexan
Tanya Lynn Butler, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Teli Thomas Butler, Elementary Education, Grande Prairie
Jessica Marie Buson, Elementary Education, Coronation
Dragana Busicic, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kristin McKenzie Bytnerdyl, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Brady Arthur Callaway, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Daniella Felicia Calhoun, Elementary Education, Devon
Shelby Calvert, Elementary Education, Brooks
Nicole Candice Cameron, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Nancy Sarah Cardinal, Elementary Education, Wabasca
Casey Lyn Carlson, Elementary Education, Black Diamond
Hauie Marie Carnegie, Elementary Education, Westlock
Rachel Marie Carr, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Christopher Rae Casswell, Elementary Education, Saskatchewan
Shalynn Kylie Caunnagh-Collaghe, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Sabrina Alexis Chade, Elementary Education, Grande Prairie
Darcy Erin Chan, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Jenny Chan, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Joyce Chung-Yee Chan, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Zoe Chan, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Alexandra Yan-Ling Chang, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Mareisa Anne-Lisa Chwastkingsh, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Amanda Corneir Chartrand, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kaylin Ann Marie Chartrand, Elementary Education, Spruce Grove
Morgan Chen, Elementary Education, China
Boo Young Choi, Elementary Education, Republic of Korea
Joanna Yuan Min Chui, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Vanessa Krista Ciric, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Lisa Marie Clark, Elementary Education, Innisfail
Jillian Louise Cleveland, Elementary Education, Stony Plain
Karalene Anne Coleman, Elementary Education, Leduc
Joshua Michael Collins, Elementary Education, Ontario
Morgan Ashley Com, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Ashley Nicole Conquerwood, Elementary Education, Bow Island
Jennifer Kathleen Cooper, Elementary Education, Spruce Grove
Raven Kimberly Coo, Elementary Education, Sherwood Park
Kristina Marie Corbett, Elementary Education, Beaumont
Alexandra Francesco Coughlin, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kyma Kaishire Coulombe, Elementary Education, Grande Prairie
Diana Marian Czomantarko, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Catherine Alexis Court, Elementary Education, Wembly
Alannah Marie Cross, Elementary Education, Wainwright
Nicole Mary Czarre, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Elizabeth Lisa Cruver, Elementary Education, Beaumont
Joanna Sylvia Czapernyki, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kate Margaret Dale, Elementary Education, Rocky Mountain House
Astra Zephyr Davey, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kate Ray Davidson, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Leslie Jade Davidson, Elementary Education, Calgary
Kassia Ursula Dearing, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Kaylee Sarah Adrianna De Jong, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Cassandra Demurik, Elementary Education, British Columbia
Waad Derg, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kelly Alysha Denton, Elementary Education, Spruce Grove
Nicole Ali Deucher, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Brady Thomas Donald, Elementary Education, Rocky Mountain House
Jennifer Allson Dowhaniuk, Elementary Education, Spruce Grove
Misty Ann Marie Dowkes, Elementary Education, Saskatchewan
Rebecca Elizabeth Drew-Hopkins, Elementary Education, Medicine Hat
Stephanie Elizabeth Dubord, Elementary Education, Sturgeon County
Karla Arissa DuBois, Elementary Education, Morinville
Kassandra Lynn Duffet, Elementary Education, Calgary
Kayla Lois Dunn, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Jenna Maria Dushenski, Elementary Education, Sherwood Park
Kaytlin Dzienkiewicz, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kaitlyn Marie Eagle, Elementary Education, Grande Prairie
Erin Mary Earley, Elementary Education, Morinville
Debra Lyn Edens, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Diane Rosen Elliott, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Ember Aaron Dunn Eslinger, Elementary Education, Whitecourt
Sophie Marie Eslinger, Elementary Education, British Columbia
Ashley Erin Edwards, Elementary Education, Carstairs
John Andrew Peter Fedro, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Natalya Anne Fedorine, Elementary Education, St Albert
Nicole Marie Fedder, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Andrea Helen Faith Fitzgerald, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kelsey Marie Dawn Fleming, Elementary Education, Wainham
Justine Catherine Fletcher, Elementary Education, Castor
Tammy Dawn Fleury, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Alicia Foulard, Elementary Education, Manitoba
Jasmine Elizabeth Foulard, Elementary Education, Bonnyville
Kendra Aarion Fraser, Elementary Education, Beaumont
Catilone Joseph Frey, Elementary Education, Athabasca
Paige Yang Fuhr, Elementary Education, Lloydminster
Stephanie Aline Funzat, Elementary Education, St Albert
Teri Rachelle Furstenwerth, Elementary Education, Hines Creek
Alyson Dawn Gabucci, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Melissa Margaret Gillett, Elementary Education, Bonnyville
Tracey Nicole Giadatz, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Jennifer Lee Goidyk, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Andrea Gorbos, Elementary Education, Calgary
Lindsay Dougall Goud, Elementary Education, Consort
Amy Lynn Graham, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Allison Grace Grandinetti, Elementary Education, Sherwood Park
Shawn Shirley Gray, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Parveen Grewal, Elementary Education, British Columbia
Danaee Rae Grier, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Stephanie Lyn Groat, Elementary Education, Lloydminster
Christopher Jason Grudekis, Elementary Education, Olds
Loslie Branca Parane Gudaitis, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Desiree Dawn Hagen, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Arielle Dawn Hartath, Elementary Education, Yukon
Megan Michelle Harris, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Kiley Brody Hart, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Matthew William Hawken, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Diana Anais Hawkes, Elementary Education, Sturgeon County
Nicole Lynn Heaman, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Amy Nicole Heidbreder, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Lauren Heinver, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Joelle Andrea Helgeson, Elementary Education, Hillcrest Mines
Bryce Terrance Henderson, Elementary Education, Medicine Hat
Stephanie Marie Henricson, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Jennifer Anne Henry, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Cheryl Ann Hess, Elementary Education, Fort Saskatchewan
Sarah Lynn Hirsh, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Randi Rene Hoffman, Elementary Education, Bow Island
Kristen Sarah Hoffman, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Evon Daniel Holman, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Emily Jane Hoggood, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Jennifer Esther Hodgkinson, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Kathleen Ann Hoggan, Elementary Education, Grande Prairie
Jaimie Marie Hoghug, Elementary Education, Saskatchewan
Lea Deni Houle, Elementary Education, Wabasca
Amanda Hughes, Elementary Education, Calmar
Nicole Kristine Hughes, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Melanie Evelyn Humphreys, Elementary Education, Winkler
Steven Casey Hunter, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kelcey Rae Irving, Elementary Education, Brooks
Brandon Wayne Iwert, Elementary Education, Didsbury
Michael Joseph Hey, Elementary Education, Westlock
Christina Lee Jabs, Elementary Education, Grande Prairie
Leandra Allison Jack, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kathleen Beverly Jackson, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Carolee Lynn Jacquinet, Elementary Education, Saskatchewan
Abigail Leigh Jasperson, Elementary Education, Beaumont
Kaleigh Angelus Jensen, Elementary Education, Medicine Hat
Kelcey Marie Jesin, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Heather Fay Johns, Elementary Education, Rocky Mountain House
Melanie Beth Johannesen, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Chelsey Lee Johnson, Elementary Education, Saskatchewan
Lindsey Nicole Johnson, Elementary Education, Spruce Grove
Marcha Kay Johnson, Elementary Education, Medicine Hat
Alyssa Dawn Jones, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Brian Richard Jones, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Jolene Melissa Kaza, Elementary Education, Camrose
Kathleen Mary Katherine Kelly, Elementary Education, Stony Plain
Shavia Kamar, Elementary Education, Yukon
Victoria Chaffey Kingsley, Elementary Education, Fort McMurray
Kayla Dawn Keessar, Elementary Education, Stettler
Caitlyn Grace Marie Keith, Elementary Education, Byemoor
Rhema Nadine Kennedy, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Douglas Laurent Kennedy, Elementary Education, Medicine Hat
Megan Alison Ketchum, Elementary Education, Grande Prairie
Chantayl Amerlia Ketia, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Shannon Marie Kieucz, Elementary Education, St Albert
Kristen Corey Kicia, Elementary Education, Beaumont
Alythyn Kim, Elementary Education, Calgary
Teresa Song E-Kim, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Sara Bailey King, Elementary Education, Eskoive
Kim Nicole Kington, Elementary Education, Valleyview
Allison Michele Kopaichik-Thor, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Carmen Marie Kroner, Elementary Education, Heinsburg
Nikolas Jacob Kuroki, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Krysta Danielle Klein, Elementary Education, Saskatchewan
Caitlyn Pauline Klinge, Elementary Education, Waterton
Nicole Shirley Kluss, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Bonita Rose Knopf, Elementary Education, Leduc
Lauren Okvha Knoth, Elementary Education, Spruce Grove
Deanna Nicole Kofin, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Rachael Ruth Kohut, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Jordan Neil Koopmans, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Janice Lynn Kontuk, Elementary Education, Ponoka
Kristy Lynn Kotlarchuk, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Melissa Elizabeth Kowatsch, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kaitlin Elizabeth Kraemer, Elementary Education, Calgary
Kelsy Rae Krahnen, Elementary Education, Saskatchewan
Kara Lynn Krachak, Elementary Education, Taber
Tiffany Marie Kyzyria, Elementary Education, Sherwood Park
Miranda Dawn Kylbom, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Sarjina Bhoomi Kurup, Elementary Education, Vilton
Alicia Kara Kuo, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Subira Turdi Latta, Elementary Education, Tanzania
Ashley Laurie May Lapelle, Elementary Education, Rocky Mountain House
Jessica Catherine Lambert, Elementary Education, Medicine Hat
Ashen Leigh Langille, Elementary Education, Saskatchewan
Carlyn Brooke Lapointe, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Margot Kendra Martine Larsen, Elementary Education, Pincher
Morgan Wakesley Lassett, Elementary Education, Mundare
Scarlett Ivy Larsen, Elementary Education, Sherwood Park
Kaitina Janine Laszk, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Nhu Quyen Le, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Stephanie Danielle Leat, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Frances Leard, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Katlin Elizabeth Lee, Elementary Education, Okotoks
Monica Rae Lee, Elementary Education, Lousana
Lauren Ray Lemieux, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Danielle Elizabeth Lepine, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Jillian Ryan Leplich, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Taz Kiu Leung, Elementary Education, Hong Kong SAR
Skye Stirling Ley, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Megan Rae L'Heureux, Elementary Education, Lloydminster
Marie Ellen L'Houtte, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Cher Li, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Lilas Dawn Litosky, Elementary Education, Medicine Hat
Janelle Carly Lizotte, Elementary Education, High Level
Bethany Grace Loates, Elementary Education, Spruce Grove
Toshina Rebecca Lock, Elementary Education, Sherwood Park
Kirsten Kevin Lockhart, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Brandon Paul Loder, Elementary Education, Olds
Lisa Kathleen Fern Loder, Elementary Education, Olds
Joel Hunter Longmore, Elementary Education, Medicine Hat
Erin Elizabeth Lumberton, Elementary Education, Cochrane
Cheryl Lynn Luyten, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Elissa Rebecca Luytte, Elementary Education, Ontario
Lilang Ma, Elementary Education, China
Erin Danielle Macdonald, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Rachelle Joanne MacDougall, Elementary Education, Father Angeloine Mac MacFarlane, Elementary Education, Medicine Hat
Sean Robert MacGregor, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Ivy Alexandra MacLean, Elementary Education, Medicine Hat
Mya Gillian MacLeod, Elementary Education, Peace River
Megan Carol Maisonnewe, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Amanda Malgorzata Mackay, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Kimberly Lynn Maleck, Elementary Education, St Paul
Allana Sharon Malhat, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Sheaun Mansfield, Elementary Education, Lloydminster
Karla Maria March, Elementary Education, Okotoks
Reta Yvonne Marshall, Elementary Education, Grande Prairie
Jessica Audrey Mask, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Sandia Ann Macaulay, Elementary Education, Medicine Hat
Holly Ann Matteyn, Elementary Education, Spruce Grove
Alexandra Nicole Mattison, Elementary Education, Medicine Hat
Kirsty Elizabeth May, Elementary Education, Medicine Hat
Alyssa Loe Mayer, Elementary Education, Sherwood Park
Katelyn Mayer, Elementary Education, St Albert
Kathrina Louise Mayer, Elementary Education, Bonnyville
Lindsay Gaye McBride, Elementary Education, Calgary
Paige Erin McCallion, Elementary Education, Sherwood Park
Mackenzie Marie McCormick, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Megan Alyssa McDaniel, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Teagan McMillen, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Lindsey Diane McDonald, Elementary Education, Wainwright
Kyrstyn Sieim Photography, Elementary Education, Ontario
Katharine Elizabeth McDonough, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Barbara Lynn Dawne McInerney, Elementary Education, British Columbia
Ayn Colleen McDiddit, Elementary Education, Peace River
Meghan Julia McGuigan, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Jessica Nicole McIvor, Elementary Education, Innisfail
Jillian Kori McIntosh, Elementary Education, Sherwood Park
Celine Rae Lorraine McKinney, Elementary Education, Sherwood Park
Brytan McLeod, Elementary Education, St Albert
Jessica Kimberly Lauren McMillan, Elementary Education, Sherwood Park
Kayla Dawn McPhillips, Elementary Education, Bow Island
Laura Anne McTaggart, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Samantha Mac Wade, Elementary Education, Red Deer
Sarah Anastasia Megw, Elementary Education, Cochrane
Neha Mehta, Elementary Education, Calgary
Melanie Renate Melnychuk, Elementary Education, Grande Prairie
Karl Alexis Melnyk, Elementary Education, Vegreville
Terra Lynn Motherwell, Elementary Education, Edmonton
Certificates

The University of Alberta offers a number of certificates to graduating students which acknowledge formally that students have studied particular themes, within one discipline, or across disciplines. The following graduates are also receiving degrees from their individual Faculties.

FACULTY OF GRADUATE STUDIES AND RESEARCH

Post-baccalaureate Certificate
Edwin Quiroz Betnold, Pain Management in Rehabilitation Medicine, British Columbia
Joyce Patricia Petillo Clark, Pain Management in Rehabilitation Medicine, Calgary
Malkani Danasarevich, Pain Management in Rehabilitation Medicine, Edmonton
Melanie Johnson, Pain Management in Rehabilitation Medicine, British Columbia
Amjot Kaur Mann, Pain Management in Rehabilitation Medicine, Edmonton
Soni Karin Redden, Pain Management in Rehabilitation Medicine, British Columbia
Jan Robins-Chant, Pain Management in Rehabilitation Medicine, Sangudo
Elise Mary Thistle, Pain Management in Rehabilitation Medicine, Newfoundland
Charene Elizabeth Welsh, Pain Management in Rehabilitation Medicine, Calgary

Graduate Certificate in Community-Based Research and Evaluation
Rebecca Georgis, Cyprus
Stephanie Patricia Kowal, British Columbia

Graduate Certificate Teaching and Learning in Nursing Education
Kathryne Michelle Chuchula, Manitoba
Melisse Anne Jade Smith, Edmonton

FACULTY OF ARTS

Certificate in Globalization and Governance
Jordan Janelle Dryden, Edmonton
Brent Arthur Kelly, Calgary
William Christian Leurer, Calgary
Douglas Dean Morgan, Edmonton

Certificate in Translation Studies
Marcela Kate Boyle, French, Edmonton
Yee Wong Yen Yee Cheng, Chinese, Hong Kong SAR
Laura Diane Culham-Long, French, Calgary
Brea Danae Edloy, French, Sherwood Park
Monica Fletico, Japanese, Edmonton
Sharielene Guan, Chinese, Edmonton
Samar Hammani, Japanese, Edmonton

Certificate in Community Service Learning
Alissa Evelyn Andruszewski, Viking
Victoria Ann Bleeks, Ontario
Larissa Haley Brzusinsky, Tofield
Brooke May Bryke, Eckville
Kaitlyn May Carwell, Wetaskiwin
Juliaa Andrea Curtis, Edmonton
Cassie Lauren Davidson, Leduc
Emily Eren, Wetaskiwin
Laura Suzanne Friesen, La Cote
Emily Rene Kabutoff, Spruce Grove
Karli-Marie Kurz, Leduc
Keslyna Elizabeth Lane, Olds
Erika Rebecca Lockert, Edmonton
Brianna Lorraine MacEachern, Nova Scotia
Samantha Dawn Mattern, Manawaka
Shannon Paton, Edmonton
Kerstyn Elizabeth Lane, Leduc
Emily Rene Kabutoff, Spruce Grove
Karli-Marie Kurz, Leduc
Keslyna Elizabeth Lane, Olds
Erika Rebecca Lockert, Edmonton
Brianna Lorraine MacEachern, Nova Scotia
Samantha Dawn Mattern, Manawaka
Shannon Paton, Edmonton
Kerstyn Elizabeth Lane, Leduc
Emily Rene Kabutoff, Spruce Grove
Karli-Marie Kurz, Leduc
Keslyna Elizabeth Lane, Olds
Erika Rebecca Lockert, Edmonton
Brianna Lorraine MacEachern, Nova Scotia
Samantha Dawn Mattern, Manawaka
Shannon Paton, Edmonton
Karli-Marie Kurz, Leduc
Keslyna Elizabeth Lane, Olds
Erika Rebecca Lockert, Edmonton
Brianna Lorraine MacEachern, Nova Scotia
Samantha Dawn Mattern, Manawaka

FACULTY OF BUSINESS

Certificate in Globalization and Governance
Mohamud Suleiman Salat, Edmonton
Yuchang Li, China

Certificate in World Sound Arts
Sarah Fayne Beck, Arkansas
Andrea Sofia Botuc, Manitoba
Allison May Mary Quirengezz, Edmonton
Trevor Douglas Romanuk, Edmonton
Maren Elizabeth Wilson, Edmonton
Zhan Hui Yang, Edmonton
Grad cJSON Zieker, Fort McMurray

Certificate in International Learning
Judith Andrea Acoza Paz, Edmonton
Oladise Oluwamidi Ayedeyin, Benin
Innocent Trevor Ayarazaor, Uganda
Jessica Patricia Marie Ireland, Edmonton
Daisy Jv, Edmonton
Ji Un Lee, Republic of Korea
Yuchang Li, China
Jonathan Hans Marcotte, Edmonton
Akisra Ati Mawazir, Ghana
Gabriela Mesta Kim, Mexico
Jennifer Elizabeth Merley, Edmonton
Kari Ann Morton, Whitby
Victoria Nguyen Thuy, Edmonton

FACULTY OF EDUCATION

Certificate in Global Citizenship
Yuchang Li, China
Muhamed Salahuddin Salat, Edmonton

FACULTY OF BUSINESS

Certificate in Leadership
Curtis John Boulanger, Edmonton
Lauren Briske, Edmonton
Charlette Chan, Edmonton
Derrick Weston Voogd, Edmonton

FACULTY OF ARTS

Certificate in Globalization and Governance
Jordan Janelle Dryden, Edmonton
Brent Arthur Kelly, Calgary
William Christian Leurer, Calgary
Douglas Dean Morgan, Edmonton

Certificate in Translation Studies
Marcela Kate Boyle, French, Edmonton
Yee Wong Yen Yee Cheng, Chinese, Hong Kong SAR
Laura Diane Culham-Long, French, Calgary
Brea Danae Edloy, French, Sherwood Park
Monica Fletico, Japanese, Edmonton
Sharielene Guan, Chinese, Edmonton
Samar Hammani, Japanese, Edmonton
FACULTY OF NATIVE STUDIES

Certificate in Aboriginal Governance and Partnership
Paula Mae Assence, Ontario
Jenna Joyce Broomfield, Newfoundland
Leslie Ann Louise Bull, Hobbema
Montana Jo Cardinal, Wabasca
Sheena Nellie Frencheater, Rocky Mountain House
Anjuli Maya Mercredi, Edmonton
Shaleigh Raine, Hobbema
Emily Jane Kidd, Edmonton
Candice Beatrice Willier, Edmonton

AUGUSTANA FACULTY

Certificate in Community Mental Health: Theory and Practice
Larissa Haley Brosinsky, Tofield
Laura Suzanne Friesen, La Crete
Karli-Marie Kuruz, Leduc
Ashli Michelle Lindholm, Camrose

Certificate in Writing Studies
Jessica Alice Gorier, Okotoks
Christeen Samantha Jones, Athabasca
Robyn Sheremeta, Camrose